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Report of Session 1. 

rlorking Group Report: "Report of the Working Group to Study Characteristics of Fishing Vessels in Terms of their Efi'e.ot on Fishing Effort Measurement". (B: 3). 
Mr. Pope emphasized the need for continuing interchange of information between biologists, economists, technologists and fishermen as stressed in the Working Group Report and suggested that the mseting ought to consider whether it should recommend the setting up of some formal procedure for achieving this. 

Mr. Parrish asked whether the effect of skipper's skill was one which would be expscted to change with time or whether it was constant with time. If the latter it would not introduce any long-term bias. 
Mr. Mackett reported that in the California Albacore fishery no correlation could be found between the experience of the skipper and fishing power. 

Mr. Michielsen stated that a study made in Belgium between fishing power and various characteristics of skippers had indicated a negative correlation between both the number of years spent on sea and skippers' age and fishing power. Training in fishing practice appeared to have had no effect on actual ability. 
Mr. Vilhjalmsson said that what might appear as skipper's skill could in fact be duo to particular characteristics of the vessel such as its man'm'uvrability. 

Paper No.13: "Relationship betveen fishing power and vessel characteristics of Belgian beam trawlers" by P.Hovart and K. Michielsen 
No comments. 

Paper Nc .15: "Comments on the use of brake horse power as a parameter for the fishing power" by E.J. de Boer and 
Paper No,11: "On the fishing power of Dutch beam trawlers" by E.J. de Boer and J.F. de Veen 

Ill'. Karger asked if the methcd given in the paper applied to vesseJ.s of different propulsive types (e.g. steam, diesel-electric). 
Mr. de Boer ccnfirmed that when the propellar data are known the method applied to all types of propulsion. 
Dr. Thurow said that he had observed that the relationship between catch per unit effort and engine horee power could vary seasonally and that this showed the possibility of fish behaviour influencing such relationships. 
Mr. SaVille agreed that fish behaviour could influence such relationships in herring fishing. 
Mr. Zijlstra stated that he had not observed such an effect in the cnse of bottom trawls. 

Paper No.12: "Reaearch on the fishing power of the Polish fishing fleet", by I. Borkowska-Kwinta 

No comments. 

Paper No.19: "Relations entre Ie pouvoir de p~che et les caracteristiques des chalutiers de La Rochelle dans Ie J)Elche dumer).u" _by R. GUichet 
No comments. 
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Paper No.16: "Tonnage certifioate data as fishing power parameters", 
by F.de Beer 

Hr. Pope said that this paper clearly indioated the need in all 
causal relation studies to be certain that the variables included in any 
stud7 did in fact measure what they seemed to measure. 

Mr. Parrish asked if the different methods of measuring gross 
tonnage had any real effect on the present tonnage olassifioations used by 
international statistical reporting agencies •. 

Mr. de ,.,it pointed out that this, of oourse, depended on the 
classifioations being employed but eventually the discrepanoy would dis.ppear 
after the new method of. measurement was internationally acoepted. It would 
take about 12 years after the enforoement of the Convention to re-measure 
the existing fleets. 

Paper No. 23: ~Remarks on the relationship between fishing power and vessel 
charaoteristios (Stern trawlers with mid-water trawle)" by W. K/;\rger 

"'s. Zijlstra aaked if it Waa not likely that catch size would be 
related to the freezing capacity of the vessels studied. 

Mr. Karger aaid that this was not the esse. 

Paper No. 25: "Gill net and long-line fishing of Icelandic vessels: and 
analysis". byJ. Blandal 

Mr. Cendrero aaked if the number of hooks and the dimensions of 
the gill nets had been taken into aooount. 

Mr. B16ndal replied that these faotors were nearly oonstant in 
this study. 

l'aper No.21 , "Fishing Vessel Statistics (OECD Report FI/T (69)6))", by 
Paul Adam 

No comments. 

Paper No.18: "Effort measurement in the trap .fisheries for Crustaces" 
by A.C. Simpson 

No comments. 

General Remarks 

Mr. Dardignac said it seemed as ,it horse power data should be 
converted to propellar t.brust to permit further studies to be made and askc,d 
if a method was available whereby horse power can be converted. 

Report of Session 2 

Paper No.2: "Fishing unit measures", by A.I. Treschev 

Mr. Pope said that basically he liked Dr. Treschev's approach 
but there seemed to be real problems when determining volume swept in 
deciding what should be measured and how the measurements oould be 
300urately cbtained. 

Mr. Burd pointed out that effective volume swept was important 
but fish behaviour was also an important faotor in this oonnection. In 
certain 1ight conditions fish might see the bridles of a trawl more readily 
than in others so that a day/night effect might be introduced. 

Mr. Saville said that if the fishery was operating nt random 
with respect to the fish then volume swept was 11 useful mensure in determinin" 
abundance, but if searohing techniques were employed, as in pelagic finhc,ri.cs, 
this was not so. 

Mr. de Wit aaid thf.\t there appeared to be inconsistencies in the 
measurement of swept volume between bottom trawl and pair trawl, distance 
between the boards being used for the tormer while horizoIltal net opening 
was used in the latter. 
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Paper no. 7; "Observations sur la definition dtune unite d' effort de pElche 
applicable n la p1\cherie de thon de l'Atlnntiquo tropical africain", 
by F. Poinsard and J.C. Le Guen 

No comments. 

Paper No.9: "A two-way AOV model for estimating standardized fishing effort 
applied to the U.S. h.ad<to9k _f'lee_tU bl' H. Ster,l 

No comments. 

Paper No.10: "An automatic fishing time electronic recorder ("AFTER'~" 
by R.B. Mitson and M.J. Holden and 

Paper No.20:"Rornorks on the measurement of the fishing effort from the 
economic standpoint", by Paul Adam 

No comments. 

Paper No .2a: "Classification of fishing gear", by A.I. Tresohev and 

Paper No.8: "Classification, definition and codification of fishing gear 
statistics", by A. von Brandt and L.P.D. Gertenbach 

Mr. Parrish stressed the value of fishing gear classifications 
and in the present instance both systems reported appeared very satisfactory. 
It was necessary that a single system should be adopted and he suggested 
that tho one given in Paper No.8 should be ohosen. 

ITr. Gertenbach pointed out that the classification given in 
Paper lIo.S was a draft only and that it might profitably be revised after 
a fuller study had been made of the claSSification given by Dr. Treschev. 
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Report of Session 3 

Paper No. 14: "Gross section production functions for North Atlantic Groundfish 
and Tropical Tuna Seine Fisheries - Measures of Fishing Power and 
their Use in the 11easurement of Fishing Effort" by Enl. Carl sol)., _ 

Nr Adam pointed out that for the economist "time at sea" of the 'Vessel was 
more useful, whereas biologists relied more on time spent fishing. However, it 
was felt necessary to combine both these concepts, so as to arrive at a common 
denoQinator, not the least due to the fact that usually more than one stock of 
fish was being utilised. 

Mr Sokoloski pointed out that we need to know how m~ch time the vessel 
actually used for fishing and how much time is spent searching for fish. 

Itt Hildebrandt said that eoonomists would D.ssist biologists more if they 
also worked in terms of quantity, but they would then need time series of stock 
abundance indices. 

Er Soltoloski said that this was true to a certain extent. However, eoono
mists had to use the parameters more advantageous for their analysis of parti
cul~~ uroblems¥ The value terms could be translated into quantity. 

Hz' Dickie mentioned the behaviour or intentions of the fishermen as to the 
selection of fishing grounds and species, due to the influence of the market. 
It was felt that it was of value for the biologist to be acquainted with this 
factor. 

Itt Sokoloski: In this respect one had, to distinguish between a "regulated" 
and an "unregulated" fishery. 

Hr Elisson referred to the groundfish operations of several Northern 
European countries, where prices a~'e fixed. 

ttt Adam: Regulation of a fishery under circumstances of fixed prices is 
difficult. Biological reasoning could lead to an untenable economic situation. 

Paper No. 17: "A fishery ... economist I s problems with fiShing effort" by- A. Hildebr':lnd::: 

fir Boddeke asked whether exact inforQation on porcentage of the total 
landings of solos could be obtained, taking into account that by-catches "Iould 
have to be eliminated. 

i!:r de Boer mentioned that when plaice prices are low, the fish is discarded 
and thus biological information is lost. 

i·!:r Hildebrandt argued that the nllLlber of samples was possibly too sm~ll 
and said that it was questionable to take samples of the auction because of tho 
D:>tives of the fisherQen when fishing for a certain market. 

J!:r Treschovpointed out that the biological optimllLl in Mr Hildebrandt I s model 
,laC different fron the, economical optiI:lum. 

Itt Hildebrandt said that his paper pictured a static situation, but of 
courSQ it ''laS possible to describe the dynamics, but that would involve a great 
dec.l of \wrk. 
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Paper No. 20: "RcD.arks on the D.easurenent of the fishing effort fron the 
econor;jic standpoint" by Paul Adam 

Mr Sokoloski D.entioned the hypothetical concepts and the technical pro
bleDs which the economists face and said that economists and biologists would 
have to intensify their collaboration in an order to create a sound scientific 
basis for nanagement of fisheries, which otherwise would be based on purely 
political decisions. 

112' Elisson: Paul Adam in his paper criticises the biologists for not 
being able to subD.it sufficiently reliable data on the herring stocks which 
nake forecasts possible. This is undoubtedly an important point. However, 
the criticisn should be qualified somewhat due to 

1) great difficulties in measuring the effort in the purse-seine fishery; 

2) rapid improvenent in fishing technique (these have Dade forecasting 
difficul t). 

Mr Adam: Uhen biologists make forecasts they assume that the fishing 
effort 'rill reDain the so.me. Understandably, they cannot allow for the 
consequences of changes in techniques. Here economists and technologists 
could help. 

Mr Letaconnouxi Is the ocononist able to foresee changes in denand and 
prices ? 

Nr Sokoloski pointed to the work of FAO j.n this respect, as well as te 
studies nade by individual ceuntries. 

112' AdaD.: Evaluating the uarket is ths economist's job. Consumers' 
habits do not usually change over night. In order to be able to assess tho 
Darket, the econouists need data from the biologists. 

!1r :Glisson, Econonic forecasting should combine the fishery and tho market, 

;2aJ1..er No...'!.-1,g: " The concept of fishing effort as a tool of oanageuent" by 
P.H. Hughes 

}~ ~ said that it was difficult to compare the catch/effort tablos 
produced ~n the paper. 

112' Burel said that the spooies caught by the t;10 countries and tho opero,tion~ 
of the fishcrnen were different. 

l~ llannister stated that when looking at the English ports as a '-Tholo, 
one ;lould find a similar situation, for instance Fleetwood versus Hull and 
Griosby. 

Itt Sokoloski: In U.S.A. the stratClGY is to land the catch in the right 
port. This results in higher prices. 

Ii!' llannister: This raises the question of using value rather than qua"ti':,y, 

I~ Mackett: This indicates the necessity of cooperation bet\{een biololTis',;:: 
and ocono!llists. 

r-~ Dickie stated that seasonal concentrations of fish \{ould tend to re .. 
b'Ulate prices over a longer period. 
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Report of Fourth Session of Specisl Meeting 

on Measurement of Fishing Effort 

The fourth session was devoted entirely to a general discussion 
of all topics raised in the first three sessions and also on the conclusions 
>Thich could be drawn from the meeting. 

The meeting itemised those factors which were recognised as 
contribution to the variability of catch per unit effort statistics. These 
were taken to be 

a) fishing unit characteristics (vessel and gear) 

b) methods of gear operation (tactics) 

c) fish abundance 

d) fish availability 

9) economic desirability 

£) flerror" 

The latter factor was interpreted as a "portmllIlteau" term including, in 
particular, the skill or talent of ·~he skipper and crew. These factors were 
recognised as being inter-reJated in many ways and hence the effects of 8'lcb. 
could not always be separately studied. The meeting noted the result8 of 
the fTlany studies aimed at measuring the degree of association between f':.S;1:.f1!; 
success and vessel characteristics, a number of which were presented in the 
papers to the meeting. 

The meeting felt that from both a biological and economic view
point the classes of data currently collected and published for certain 
mcthods of fishing werebroadly satisfactory for the understanding and inter
pretation of effort statistics but that there could be important sources of 
error in some of these, particularly statistics of gross registered tonnage. 
The meeting noted a need for a uniform classification system of fishing 
vessels. The meeting also stressed the need, in this field, for continued 
close collaboration between biologists, economists and technologists. 
For fisheris in which aimed trawling formed a major component of effort 
there was at present no satisfactory measure of fishing effort and the 
meeting agreed the need for information on searching time. The meeting also 
noted the need for continued studies on how to relate different types of 
offort to one another. The meeting agreed that hope of abundance estimaticn 
free from the shortcomings of commercial fishery statistics lay, in the 
future, in the increased use of alternative methods. Methods which hold 
out promise in this way include various survey techniques such as research 
vessels, submersibles, acoustic devices underwater television and resource 
sattelites. Recent encouraging progress in the use of acoustic techniques 
in population estimation was noted. 

The meeting was aware of a possible increase in the use of quota 
ccntrols as a method of fishery regulation and recognised that this called 
for accurate oethods of short-term forecasting of both stock abundance and 
fishing effort. Analyses presented to the meeting by economists indicated 
that the total production and total value in some mixed fisheries which 
have been studies are capable of a high degree of explanation in teros of 
fishing power and fishing time statistics. This implies that in making 
predictions for quot'> regUlations biologists may have to adopt the 
economists method of taking a mixed fishery as ~ unit system. That is, 
~c:"reeatc d'lta mc.y offGr a greater possibility for reliable short-tFJrr> 
prediction of proo.uc:ti vi ty level than do data for individual spee ies. 
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This still leaves the problem of quota allocations for individual 
species and reinforces the need for independent measures of stock abundance. 

Given an independent measure of abundance, ths allocation of 
quotas may be the only feasible method of achieving a desired level of fishinG 
mortality. In such a case, knowledge of relative fishing power of different 
gears is essential for individual countries in apportioning their share of 
t~e mortality among fishing units. To obtain and interpret this informatio~ 
requiros the close collaboration of biologists, economists and technologistco 

The meeting discussed the problems which are likely to arise in 
the allocation of fishing mortality among various species and gears. or 
~articular importance to individual nations will be adequate information on the 
diversity of catches in relation to fishing tactics. This will require 
,oore extensive sampling of commercial catches for species size and age; 
cC!:!lposition by gear, location and season. 

Nain Conclusions and Recommendations 

1. The value of fishing gear classificaticns was recognised 
3S important to the interpretation of both biological and economic statisti~s. 
The meeting had for consideration two proposed classifications (Doc.No.2a 
and no.8). It was recommend,e,d that the Secretary of the CWP undertake a 
study of both systems in consultation with appropriate experts with a view 
to presenting a proposed single classification for consideraticn by nation,,:! 
and international statistical agencies. 

2. The meeting noted the desirability of' attempting to introdu,,~ 
a uniform classification of fishing units for the reporting of catch and 
effort statistics. It was agreed that a draft classification be dra,;n up 
by the m,p and be submitted to ICNAF, ICES and other International Agencies 
in 1971. 

3. The meeting had before it a recommendation from ICUAF 
R&S Sub-Committee on Statistics and Sampling that the usefulness of the 
e;ffort measure "days on ground" be considered. The meeting was informed 
that the reporting of "days on ground" was redundant as it is given also 
either as "days absent" or "days fished". The meeting accordi.ngly recommen<!~ 
that the item "days on ground" be deleted from both STATLANT 1W and 1E. 

4. The meeting recognised. the importance for measuring the 
element of searching time fishing effort. It noted that the present effort 
report "number of days fished" includes both fishing time and searching time. 
It is iflportant to maintain this series unaltered. The meeting requested 
that the Secretary of the CWP to contact national agencies in order to 
ascertain the possibility of reporting "searching time" as an additional 
atc.tistic. 

5. The meeting recognised the commcn interest of biologists, 
technologists and economists in the catch and effort statistics reported to 
nation~l and international agencies. The importance of close collaboration 
cDong thOD, in the interpretation and analysiS of these statistics, was 
clearly bcrne out by the p3pera submitted to the !:!leeting. The meeting 
recowuended +'hat international agencies continue tc foster and support such 
c~llaboration. 
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